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About Thisable Enterprise



Thisable Enterprise

-. established since 2011

- the company was founded by Angkie
yudistia, a young women with 
HEARING disability 

- Almost 70% of thisable enterprise 
management are man, but the top 
management are women

- thisable enterprise is a business that 
trades to tackle social problems, 
improve communities, change 
people’s life or the environment of 
disabilities



Create product range MOSTLY 
TARGETED FOR female consumers: 

Thisable beauty care
Thisable decoration
Thisable accesories
Thisable dolly
Thisable shoes
Thisable hijab/ Muslim Costume



Thisable has two legal institutions, thisable foundation & PT 
berkarya menembus batas

Foundation itself is used for enhance disability with education and 
pt berkarya used to supply for human resources and selling the 
products.

Thisable includes recruitement, assesment & competency test, 
training & product knowledge, placement/ onboarding, training, 
weekly & monthly report by supervisor

Business Model of Thisable Enterprise



-Angkie is a deaf person, lost her hearing since 10 
years of age

- graduated from master degree in marketing 
communication 

- previously worked as a marcomm officer at ibm

- having disability motivates her to be an 
entrepreneur, which later prompted her to 
establish thisable enterprise

About Angkie Yudistia



- On year 1-3: sharing with investors on 
the first 3 

- On year 4-6: self-support for 
capitalizing
the company

- on year 7: start to open opportunities 
for some investors for expanding the 
company 
in national scale

Business Operation

Access to Capital 



- In order to build and develop a 
good system, she Set up 
requirements to recruit human 
resources with disability 
conditions 

- the criteria for recruiting 
includes  undergraduate degree, 
knowledge and understanding 
on social media and disability 
network community

- thisable enterprise is  intended 
to be a dynamic social 
enterprise, thus has to be 
reflected by the human 
resources in the company. 

Access to & Utilization of Human Resources



- Ict is One of the main tools for marketing/distributing the 
products and recruiting human resources (using website 
www.thisable.or.id and social media platform

-ict is considered effective for facilitating communication in 
terms of geographical location, time and also to support 
disability community (technology has the advantage for 
supporting people with disability/and also women?)

- the company act a business partner with other start-up digital 
apps company for providing service (e.g: go massage, go clean, 
go glam, etc) to expand business range and supporting disability 
communities to have their opportunities in working.

Utilization on ICT/ Smart Technology

http://www.thisable.or.id/


Sample of 
Social media 
Account





- The main challenge is lack of capital (financial and human capital)

- The need to allocate resource from disabled people is high, but the 
company is still lack in human capital 

- challenge also come from some investors, particularly they still have 
apprehension on viewing disability as a potential resource.

One of the most interesting is, thisable founded by  Women, they 
create all products mostly for women, 

Strength of the Company from Researcher’s

point of view



- Another challenge: the Government must be 
consistent to act based on established constitution (the 
disability law) 

- need strong regulations from government to support 
women and disability 

Utilization of External Support such

Government Support



- Technology is the basic and also important things to support 
disabilities and mostly some small micro enterprises to improve 
their economy level

need to make some support from government in order to 
engange more private sector as investors to support small / 
medium enterprises. 

Conclusion
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